
 A Midterm willbe June 23 9 11 30 AM

Next week isthelastweekof lectures for the first semester

Fiba
separable spaces

first countable isthe first countability axiom discussed lastlecture

Recall countable isthe smallest infinity inthesense That foranyinfinite

set X F f IN X s t fisinjective

Countable basis iseasier toworkwith than an uncountablebasis

Def Atopological space is second countable if it admit

a Countable basis

IRcan be approximated by a countable set Q inthesense

that I R

DI A topological space is separable if it admits a countable
dense subset

Ed AR is Second countable since B carb la bea is a

countablebasis

Ris separable since I IR



Lemmy AIX isdense iff everyopen set U intersectsA

Prof

Proposition Second countable first countable

Proof Let B Bnl neb bea countable basis

Let xeX Then Nx Bn Inen xeBn
is a countable neighbor basic Ax

Is every metric space secondcountable or and Separable

Anuncountable discretespace is notsecondcountable nor separable butis

metrizable

theorem Let the atopological space If X issecondcountable

thenit's separable The otherway around is true if
Xisametricspace

Proof S Let D Bn neo be a countablebasisfor

X Pick the Bn for every new and

let A AnInen Sinceeven open set contains

Bn forsome nets itfollows that everyopenset intersen

A hence AIX So Xis separable

e Suppose Misa separablemetric space LetA tuned



be a countabledense set

A

agggggerigna

Fra't define Na Bicadnez
00080 Then D akaWa is a countable basis showth

jump
andhence X is second countable

Etc whydoesthis ideanotwork for arbitrary spaces A
forfirstcountable spaces

So far metricspares Second Countable Is Separable

Et Re Hausdorff

first countable

Separable I Re so yes
Secondcountable No

XLY Suppose Bisa Countablebasis

TenByeluffreray Tere FBxt Bst xeBxelx.at
and lo XEBy But Bx By for x y So B canstbe
Butsince xeBx Countable since themap xere to Bx EB is

BABY injective

SoHe is separable but not second countable
Re isnt metrizable



a

Recall fromMAT457

IVI EVI

9
tiff

Ifin
d f s

Doesn't onlydepend on
Thecontinuity off Doesn't onlydepend on

It also depends on the thecontinuityoff It
topologyof fails also depends

on the topology

dependson the topological A Cail
propertythat willbe later dependson the topological
Called connectedness propertythat willbe later

Called compactness

Ietf a V12.3 R



Thatiscont

it
but theconclusion JIVT isfalse

Therequired topological property for IVT ishold willbe
called connectedness How will we define it

U v
not connectedset

00

CoD U 2B

Def Aseparation of X is a pair U u of disjoint

nonempty open subsets of x whose union is X

We say Xi connected if there doesn't exist a separationof



Connectedness is a topological propertyand is invariant under
homeomorphisms

If X is not connected then X U U V forsomedisjoint

nonempty opensets U andV In Particular UC V and

so U is closed Similarly V bands Vis closed

Lemmy X is connected iff Theonly clopen sets one

X and0
proof existence of nontrivial clopen set U

existence of a separation U andU

Ex X Tdisente is not connected since X 301

It isHPenset Jen

X Tindiscrete is connected theonly opensets

are hardD

X 10,9 U 112 equippedwith thesubspace topol

is not connected old and lil formaseparation

DX



The only imonnected subspace of IR are intervals

check

piazza

Proof Let YER be connected Why suppose

y isnot a singleton
let a be y s t a lb
It suffices toshow that 1915 ET Egypt

let ca sup decals Ca d Ey
let ez int delain I Ifm

Suppose C Lcr Then U Laid and crib

formaseparation of 9 ACarb which is a contradiction

So 9292 YA Cais Laib

Casey

Theorem let X be connected Let fix T that
is continuous Then f x is connected

Proof Suppose f x isnt connected So 7
a separation U and U opennonempty disjoint

sets St U U V f x V andVareopen
in fax

so I opensets Tard Ving s t U Taff
f



andV T Afc

Then f T and f T form a separation of

X which is a contradiction

post lectare P.ae a anestion

1 Dothe exercises above

2 Wewill fillinthe gaps intheproof of separable metric

spaces are second countable

We claim that Biafra is a countable basis

for X where

Na Baca new

Let U be an opensubset ofX Showthatforevery x EV

XE Bincal forsome atA and new Conclude thatBisabasis fax

3 for qEQ Ng q q men is a

neighborbasis at q wrt thelower limit topology Re
Consider B glare Let x ERM and letU Cxix

Show that A B EB s t XEBEC xxx Conclude that

B is not a basis for IRL Reflect on wheretheproofin 2

fails when Xis first countablebut not metrizable



4 Showthat asubspace of a firstcountable secondcountable

space is also first countable secondcountable

t Is a subspace of a separable space always separable
what if it's an open subspace

6 Show the finite product of first countable second

countable separable space is first countable second
countable separable

Which ones fail for countablyinfinite products
whatabout uncountable infinite products

7 Let X kisser 9 0 or xy 9

Show X is not connected

8 Show that if X is aseparable then every collection

of disjoint opensets is countable

a Is Re connected


